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All of the sham indictments and convictions in the world are not enough to slow down Donald Trump. Even by his own rarified standards, Donald
Trump was in particularly rare form at a recent barnburner rally in Las Vegas, Nevada. Trump must have sent shivers down some spines in the FBI with
his impromptu riff on January 6—specifically, Ray Epps, Scaffold Commander, and some of the other notorious Fedsurrection villains Revolver News
has exposed in its myriad classic investigative pieces.

Trump talks about Ray Epps telling people to go into the Capitol building

"What a set up that was. What a horrible, horrible thing" pic.twitter.com/DMLNTthjHT

— johnny maga (@_johnnymaga) June 9, 2024

Ray Epps’ name has of course largely become synonymous with the Fedsurrection scam that the regime has used not only as a pretext to weaponize the
national security state against “domestic terrorist” Trump supporters but more recently to at least one of the many criminal indictments against Trump and
the as-yet unsuccessful efforts to remove his name from ballots.

We have posted a short compilation of Epps’ behavior on January 6th below.

I give you Ray Epps, the only Jan 6 participant the NYT, 60 Minutes, Adam Kinzinger, and the DOJ will defend!
pic.twitter.com/fPaGan9oys

— Darren J. Beattie 🌐 (@DarrenJBeattie) July 10, 2023

Epps’ behavior was so egregious that he was one of the first twenty people added to the FBI’s January 6th most wanted list. In a New York Times video
compilation called “Day of Rage,” the footage of Epps is featured prominently to suggest that the January 6th insurrection was planned in advance,
which makes sense as Epps is the only person caught on camera repeatedly urging crowds to storm the Capitol as early as the evening of January 5th.
Shortly after Revolver News ran its first major piece questioning federal involvement on January 6th, however, the tune changed. Epps was quietly taken
off the most-wanted list, and the New York Times eventually wrote a fully-dedicated puff piece about him.

What a remarkable thing indeed to think that this man Ray Epps, who was wearing a Trump hat and camo gear, urging people into the Capitol, who was
pre-positioned at the initial breach site of the Capitol, who had been the president of the Arizona chapter of the Oath Keepers, the most demonized and
heavily prosecuted militia group in relation to January 6th, and who infamously texted his nephew that he “orchestrated it” in reference to the events of
January 6th, is at the same time the only January 6 participant the New York Times will defend!

For those interested, we published a compilation of some extremely rare (and exceptionally damning) footage of Ray Epps. And of course, those who
are new to this topic or who are interested in a refresher should consult our ground-breaking Meet Ray Epps series (click here for Part 1 and here for Part
2).

Ironically, the one thing Biden’s corrupt DOJ gets right about January 6th is that Revolver News is responsible for changing the national conversation on
January 6, largely on the basis of our ground-breaking reporting on Ray Epps (and the pipe bombs, of course).

At least the DOJ credits Revolver News in its Ray Epps indictment with bringing the curious case of Ray Epps and the Fedsurrection to
public attention pic.twitter.com/jUg9mMp12j

— Darren J. Beattie 🌐 (@DarrenJBeattie) January 3, 2024
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The recent Las Vegas rally was not the first time Trump has mentioned Epps. Trump riffed on Epps in an interview with Revolver’s Darren Beattie last
year.

BREAKING: Donald Trump speaks to @DarrenJBeattie of @RevolverNewsUSA about Ray Epps:

“One of the classics was some guy screaming ‘I think he’s a Fed’.. they’re looking at this guy.. screaming orders to people ‘Go in, go into
the Capitol’ and nothing ever happened (to him).” pic.twitter.com/xRydVxszaq

— ALX  (@alx) January 3, 2023

What was particularly impressive about Trump’s Las Vegas remarks, however, was his familiarity with suspicious characters apart from Epps. Notice that
Trump refers to the so-called “Scaffold Commander,” one of the most suspicious and, as of yet, unidentified characters of the Fedsurrection, covered
extensively in Revolver’s classic piece on Ray Epps.

Here is a clip of Darren Beattie discussing some of the darkest aspects of the Scaffold Commander mystery with Glenn Beck:

It's not just Ray Epps who the govt has ignored. @DarrenJBeattie tells me he "pulled out all the stops" to identify Jan 6 rioter "Scaffold
Commander", but found NOTHING: "If his identity is actually uncovered, it's going to be one of the biggest scandals in the country."
pic.twitter.com/O2gKgLVxtg

— Glenn Beck (@glennbeck) January 6, 2023

For the full story of this mysterious character, read our classic piece here. Given that Revolver is one of Trump’s favorite news sources, it is perhaps not
such a surprise that he would be familiar with characters such as the Scaffold Commander. Indeed, Trump was publicly singling out Revolver for praise
almost four years ago.

Our people have all left Drudge. He is a confused MESS, has no clue what happened. Down 51%. @DRUDGE They like REVOLVER
and others!

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) September 14, 2020

Now more than ever, Trump understands what a corrupt scam the January 6 Fedsurrection lie really is. And now more than ever, Trump is inclined to
deliver the accountability the criminals running the country so desperately deserve. With the January 6 pipe bomb hoax rapidly unraveling and key
cover-up suspects having been identified, one wonders whether, under Trump’s second term, the architects of the Fedsurrection will finally have to
answer for the violence they’ve done to our nation.
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Beattie called it for what it was... a FEDsurrection!
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− ⚑> John (ULTRA-MAGAnum)
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Nancy is trying to explain her admissions on her “failures” on January 6th. Nancy
it isn’t going to work. Your setup is all coming to light. You WILL face your
treachery in front of the American people and we are PISSED!

Lock Her Up! Build The Wall!
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The ONLY remedy is
JAILINGS AND EXECUTIONS.
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You think the far right armed insurrection by MAGA crybabies is Nancy
Pelosi's fault?

That's adorable
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What arms, can you provide that evidence?
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Ignore clown; just a DNC operative or a hopelessly deluded victim of
TDS.
Either way, it's a waste of time addressing it.
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He appears to be trying to make new boyfriends. I guess that Drew,
CalmCon, jharp, 'gay Gary' Miller, and little Limpo aren't talking to him
anymore ever since he carelessly toothed their johnsons at the
gloryhole and they all came down with monkeypox --- again! LOL
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he's talking out his biden hole
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Hi Bill!

Are you saying you're too lazy or stupid to �nd all of the convictions for
�rearms, ADW and other weapons charges from January 6th? All of
which is public information?

And you need someone else to educate you on them?
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Refuted already.

The FBI said no one had �rearms
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Yes some planted lefty agents placed there had weapons not us “right-
wing” patriots.
When do leftists lie?
When they open their mouths.
LOL get lost you imbecile troll.
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Hi Tommy!

Are you claiming that those who are currently sitting in jail for �rearms
charges, went through the entire judicial system with trials, with
witnesses, testimony, etc all proving they're guility, are not Trump
voters?
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Are YOU claiming the FBI was committing PERJURY when they testi�ed
to SENATE OVERSIGHT that no protestors had �rearms at the
capitol.........???????
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Just go away, little moron. All your friends at the bath house are looking
forward to sodomizing you again. LOL
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y

7 days ago

lazy AND stupid ! is your crown

 1  0

MystWlker  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

There was no armed insurrection.

If there was, Democrats would NOT be running things today

 5  0

Freddiex  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

8 days ago

Nancy Pelosi is a deep state whoa. Dirty as a sewer.

 8  1

hammock52@msn.com  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

8 days ago

Go �nd your cliff brainwashed lemming.

 4  0

1DICK  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

Hey man get a window in your stomach, so you can see where you're
going. You clearly have you head way up your ass.

 3  0

Zach cash  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

8 days ago  edited

Keep pushing.
75% support for secession in Texas and above 50% support now in 20
other states.
DOD has openly admitted not only are they powerless to stop it (they
predict 95% casualty rates inside your leftist sh1tholes if it comes to
violence within a 4 month span) but that the remaining states would be
completely reliant on the good graces of seceding areas.

They also admit it would likely doom the remaining states as secession
under international law would negate all legal responsibility the
seceding states have to the national debt and cause the remaining ones
to implode as their debt per capita is doubled over night.

So keep pushing.
You will make people not only want to secede, but also isolate your
sh1tholes, cut all resources to them and let your lot starve.

 3  0

Eat Cake  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

8 days ago

Evidence points that direction. Try to keep up.

 3  0

VigorousBoredom  − ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

Do you think that CCP Soros funded trolls such as yourself who try to
spread the lunatic leftist propaganda down in the comments threads on
conser ati e ne s ebsites in a pathetic attempt to change an one's
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Reply

conservative news websites in a pathetic attempt to change anyone's
mind is actually going to work? Actually, don't bother responding since I
am going to block you anyways and I will never see your answer. At
least you have a job so you can feed yourself and your family.

 2  0

N0WayH3ll  

Reply

− ⚑> VigorousBoredom

7 days ago

Soros?

You guys are STILL going around claiming that one Jewish guy controls
the media and internet?

That sounds really familiar

 0  2

Justin Truedope  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

6 days ago

Nothing suspicious about that --- unless you have the IQ of a potato.
Amirite, Mr Troll? Rot�mao

⛺
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MystWlker  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

No, he controls the NGOs, Short Bus

 0  0

Cloward-Piven Strategy  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

We see the tears falling and it’s not even November yet. Cry more, FED.

 2  0

Jeff McNinch  − ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

You're a fucking Idiot. It was the Democrats moron
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N0WayH3ll  

Reply

− ⚑> Jeff McNinch

7 days ago

"Forget your eyes and ears. It's true because I said so and not our
faults"

Seriously folks, people like you are easily the biggest no fault braindead
snow�akes in history. You prove every day why the country hates you.

⛺

 0  3

MystWlker  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

Said NO ONE, EVER

 1  0

N0WayH3ll  

see more

Reply

− ⚑> Jeff McNinch

7 days ago

Hi Jeffrey!

How big of a nofault snow�ake not to mention braindead and
brainwashed to actually believe that January 6th armed insurrection of
far right crybaby Trump voters trying to overthrow the government was
organized by Democrats, when the same far right crybaby losers
promoted it?

Is Donald Trump a democrat?

Steve Bannon?

lol
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Justin Truedope  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

6 days ago

Breaking News. You aren't going to make any new boyfriends here, little
troll. And speaking of which, shouldn't you be servicing some little libby
boys johnsons down at the bath house? Moron. LOL

 0  0

John McDonald  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

The only person murdered on Jan6 was a patriot named Ashli Babbitt.
As opposed to BLM and Antifa riots, Jan6 was mostly peaceful. Armed
insurrection? You and Hunter must have the same crack dealer.
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Jackie  

Reply

− ⚑> John McDonald

7 days ago

And Rosanne Boyland. Sad

 1  0

Wendybar  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

8 days ago

Not think...KNOW. Go stick your head back in the sand.

 2  0

Tom Paine  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago  edited

No arms a perfectly legal protest of a rigged election and not the �rst
one.
The ruling class ordered the deep state to provoke and direct it into
chaos to undermine the populist movement for civil justice and
freedom.
“Far-right” anything to the right of Stalin and Mao and the plutocratic
criminals that run the USSA.
The left trolls all emotion no brains no facts just pathetic losers.

 1  0

brewdarms  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

Armed? Really. Can you show me where anyone was armed on Jan 6th?
Please provide photos.
You must be confusing Jan 6th with the antifa crowd in Portland.

 1  0

N0WayH3ll  

Reply

− ⚑> brewdarms

7 days ago

Sorry, you need me to provide to you the dozens of �rearms convictions
and ADW convictions from January 6th? Because you're either too
dumb and lazy to �nd them yourself?

hehe

 0  1

Justin Truedope  − ⚑> N0WayH3ll

6 days ago

Hey Fake News troll! You need to get over to the bath house right away.
Limpo is waiting for you to start the "party"! And don't forget to bring the
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KY! LOL

 0  0

Buick Lover  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

Pull your head out. You're breathing too much of your own methane.

 1  0

terro9000  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

Hide.

 1  0

Justin Truedope  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

6 days ago

Seriously? Try to keep up, little Fake News troll.

Omg. If only you had a brain --- or a clue. LOL

⛺
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Justin Truedope  − ⚑> N0WayH3ll

6 days ago
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Hey Snow�ake! The bath house called. They want you to quit making a
fool of yourself here and get down there ASAP to man your usual spot
at the glory hole. Don't keep them waiting! LOL

 0  0

OutInTheStreet blog  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago  edited

Only a fool would think Jan 6 was Pelosi's fault; her contribution was
merely to ensure the event exploded into the large-scale malaise it
became. To think the hack from Baltimore was instrumental in planning
fedsurrection is buffoonery of the highest order.

On the other hand, only the well-uninformed ignoramia think Jan 6 was
an "armed insurrection", and most of them think Nov 3 was the safest,
most secure election in history.

...and it's far from adorable.

 0  0

ThelmaWall  

Reply

− ⚑> N0WayH3ll

7 days ago

I worked for �ve to six hours a day, seven days a week, using my
computer to work online. I made $6,000 a month doing this, and I would
like to think that I couldn't have acknowledged it sooner than when I
was using this site. Come be a part of us if there's a possibility you too
need to win this kind of enormous sum of money.

Join Here....................... extradetails08.blogspot.com...

 0  1

Justin Truedope  − ⚑> John (ULTRA-MAGAnum)

8 days ago  edited

Joe Biden is a TRAITOR to his own country. There's no greater crime than that!
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The main reason he won't ever be charged is because he's too mentally
incompetent to stand trial! Disgusting! #FJB #MAGA #VOTE #Trump2024
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N0WayH3ll  
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− ⚑> John (ULTRA-MAGAnum)

8 days ago
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